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Immediately striking as a dark sulid. A large athletic looking bird that appeared
pointy in every direction. The long, snouty bill was quite visible as the bird
banked. Also apparent was the bird's sleekly tapered, wedge-like tale. Color was
nearly uniform dark brown, with only a bit of lighter coloration appearing on the
secondary underwing coverts.

This bird popped up over the tree-line that was separating me from the river. It
was not making a direct flight up or down the river and instead completed at least
one full circle while in my view. The only other observer, Patrick McGill, notes
that the bird appeared to be moving up river in the direction of Philadelphia when
he lost site of it.

The clear view of the bird's profile, with its tapered, wedge-like tail and long point
head and bill ruled out possible species of confusion such as gulls. The thin,
bent wings ruled out cormorants.

Incredibly, I am essentially certain that I saw this same bird almost exactly 24
hours previously. As I was driving East across the Walt Whitman bridge, a large
dark bird appeared to my right. While it was only about a three second
observation, the impression was strongly that of a BRBO. My first glimpse left
me with the thought, "I wonder what this bird that looks like a dark sulid will
actually be, maybe an Osprey or a Herring Gull." By the time I managed a
second glimpse, the bird had banked enough to give me a clear view of the
profile. I was dumbfounded to see the extended neck, head and bill of this bird.
The same tail shape and long, pointy wings that would be expected with the
species were visible as well. Despite the fleeting nature of the observation, I sent
a message out to the Philly Bird Chatter group describing the encounter.
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